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The “Greening” of Avondale 

By Edward M. Bury 

 

Definition of Greening: 1) Any apple whose skin is green when ripe. 2) The process of making or 

becoming more aware of environmental considerations. 3.) Discernible change to the very fabric of a 

defined environment 

 

Initial perceptions often can be misleading when trying to gauge places and people. That’s because so 

much of what’s visible on the surface today may effectively mask or ignore many pivotal foundational 

elements established in the past. The place I’ve called home for nearly 20 years is a case in point.  

From a casual observance, not much has changed along the streets and among the people of Avondale 

17 years into the 21st Century.  The community some five miles northwest of downtown Chicago and 

just north of Logan Square – its much more heralded neighbor – remains relatively quiet and generally 

leafy, its housing stock mostly a blend of early 20th Century greystones and brownstones, brick courtyard 

multi-unit apartment buildings, bungalows and two-flat frame homes.  The commercial corridor along 

Milwaukee Avenue boasts small ethnic groceries, a shoe store, pizza places and Mexican restaurants, 

artisan shops and a couple of taverns, usually bustling businesses frequented by the people who live 

nearby. Crown Liquors, built decades ago as a taproom and liquor store, still holds a prominent spot at 

the gateway to the neighborhood. 

Over the years, Avondale has remained rich in ethnic diversity, marked by a large Hispanic population of 

Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Central American immigrants and their second-generation offspring, along 

with a sizeable Polish population and even a modest Filipino community.  The community also is home 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/becoming
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/aware
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/consideration
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in smaller numbers to African Americans and peoples from other ethnic groups and parts of the world. 

(Although for some reason, there are no recorded Australians or New Zealanders in this part of Chicago.) 

Analyze current population data and the statistics have been relatively consistent for nearly the past two 

decades. Of the neighborhood’s 39,262 residents, more than 60 percent are of Hispanic ancestry, and 

Spanish is spoken in 55 percent of the 13,461 households. People of European, African and Asian 

ancestry comprise the balance of the population, with Polish spoken in around 10 percent of the homes. 

From a broad perspective, Avondale hasn’t really evolved much, at least physically, in these many years 

since someone coined the phrase “The New Millennium.”  

But, look more closely and with a more discerning eye, and you’ll uncover the emergence of a much, 

much different Avondale, one that’s clearly following other once-relatively undistinguished Chicago 

communities into what many accurately label as gentrification. The socioeconomic factors are 

undisputable: Soaring housing prices, replacement of the elderly and lower-income residents by people 

representing a much wealthier, younger and more fluid demographic, and the seemingly unchecked 

emergence of eating and drinking establishments aimed at defining what’s truly cool and trendy, well, at 

least for the moment.  

And, there’s something else. There’s the underlying perception of a loss of permanence, a loss of truly 

belonging, a loss of character. This subtle-but-pronounced transformation is what I’m referring to as the 

“greening” of Avondale, or the re-emergence of the neighborhood into a place that’s outwardly shiny, 

yet inwardly dull, increasingly conformative and lacking a soul.  From some perspectives, the 

neighborhood is a better place to live; from another perspective, it’s becoming a place where only some 

people will be able to afford to live.  
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The Avondale We Inherited 

Two decades ago, Avondale was a much less refined community. Susan and I, refugees from a three-

bedroom rental unit on the second floor of a spectacular vintage Logan Boulevard greystone, closed on  

our two-flat home in May of 2000, a time when the streets and structures north of Diversey Avenue 

looked pretty much the same as they do now. However, the surrounding streets were at times decidedly 

rough and ugly through open-air drug dealing, often deadly gang conflicts, incessant litter, sporadic 

instances of graffiti, and during summer months, a seemingly non-stop parade of flashy wired-wheeled 

cars blaring loud, bass-driven music. We would have welcomed staying in Logan Square, which by the 

late 1990s had stabilized and turned the proverbial corner economically, socially and culturally; but 

frankly, we were priced out. The days of landing a two-flat steps from the Boulevard for around 

$250,000 had long past. 

Moving just blocks north, we knew the kind of community we were investing our hard-earned dollars 

and energies. A half mile from Logan Boulevard, that grand northern rim of Chicago so-called Emerald 

Necklace landscaped boulevard system, we knew to expect the prospect of higher crime. And, we knew 

the neighborhood also had its share of honest, hard-working people and someday would no longer be a 

haven for bands of criminal punks and emerge clean and washed yet decidedly still urban, like Wicker 

Park or West Town, where I grew up. 

The question in 2000 was when. Yes, it was the dawn of the 21st century, a time of optimism and 

change; but what year would the calendar unfold to mark the day when we truly could be content in our 

little piece of America, with its mortgage, yard work and property taxes? Would it take a total cleansing 

of the unsavory elements? And, if so, what would be left of the Avondale we ultimately came to enjoy 

and cherish when we learned the owners of the slate grey stucco-clad structure with its bay windows, 
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gables, modest-but-workable back yard and parkway lined with four mature trees finally accepted our 

offer? 

To answer these questions, we had to post and take down many annual calendars. However, let me 

clarify that we did not settle in a blighted community void of commerce, humanity and vitality. Across 

from our home was a bodega run by a Cuban family, a remnant of earlier years when every Chicago 

neighborhood was flush with family-owned corner stores; around the corner was Fanellis, a classic 

Chicago corner tavern, adorned with an Old Style sign and frequented by people named Skip, Blossom 

and Armando. People of all generations, from the always-smiling Francisco across the alley to the frail 

but spry Catherine with her dog Baby, circulated around our block. The sidewalks back then often were 

filled with kids engaged in many of the activities that mirrored my childhood years on Walton Street – 

riding bikes, playing catch, skipping rope. As the years passed, we became content and felt established 

as true citizens of Avondale; we believed we honestly contributed to improving the place where we 

lived.  

Still, violence always had the potential to shatter what may have been another ordinary day in our 

corner of Avondale. That’s what happened one Sunday evening in October of 2007. I was preparing 

dinner, Susan was in her studio in the basement, a seemingly typical late fall evening. What eventually 

caught my attention through the kitchen window blinds was the emergence of blue lights -- lots of blue 

lights atop police vehicles that had converged at the intersection of George and Whipple streets.  

It had to be related to the bodega across the street, now managed by a different family; it had to be 

serious, and it was. I learned from a detective later that the man who ran the store, Juan Carlos Ramirez, 

one of the kindest, most hard-working people I ever knew, had been shot.  The next day, I learned that 

Juan had died from his wounds. 
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Over the months I knew him, Juan would share phrases in Spanish as I would greet him when purchasing 

a soft drink inside his tidy shop or shoveling the sidewalk after a snowfall. He was regal in his own quiet 

way, always neat and polished in appearance, yet commanding when punks would congregate in front 

of his store. Juan and his bodega were a fixture on our corner of the neighborhood, and on an ordinary 

evening some monster, some coward took the life of a man who was extraordinary and a true 

cornerstone of the neighborhood. Juan was my friend, and I think of him often. To this day, I don’t know 

if anyone was changed in his murder.  

The Avondale We Now Know 

In the months shortly after this across-the-street tragedy, the Great Recession struck and ultimately 

shattered many communities across Chicago and across the nation, leaving neighborhoods blighted with 

foreclosures. I observed some noticeable changes in Avondale – an eviction a few blocks away, homes 

lingering on the for-sale market month upon month, a new duplex on Sacramento Avenue that sat 

vacant for years. Yet, housing values generally remained stable compared to other Chicago 

neighborhoods and distant markets like Phoenix and Las Vegas, where prices went into freefall. 

Avondale weathered the economic storm rather well; perhaps that’s a factor in how and why the 

community persevered when the economy finally got better.  

Without question, Avondale was poised to evolve, as the price of housing in the desirable 

neighborhoods to the south and east soared. More and more Gen X and Y families with significantly 

higher-than-average incomes and newly transplanted Millennials desired to experience the adventure of 

living in a real, established and defined city neighborhood with proximity to the perceived glamour of 

downtown and everything in between. In essence, these newcomers want what Susan and I, and other 

long-standing neighbors had earned: An authentic city environment rinsed clean of many of the 

unsavory elements that had been there before.  
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Modest homes that sold for a quarter of a million dollars now get remodeled and put back on the 

market for three times that amount. (I even devised the “dumpster index” to gauge the caliber and level 

of rehab. For example, a dumpster planted across from a home for a month or two meant a new roof 

and windows, and perhaps plumbing and electrical upgrades; a six-plus-month dumpster commitment 

meant a total gut rehab job.) Rents in the century-old apartment buildings also escalated, often listed 

for double the monthly rental rates offered at the beginning of the century.  

Lured by these lower rents, restauranteurs, tavern people and artists have taken over empty or non-

productive storefronts on the arterial streets. Some modest, long-standing establishments have 

remained, but their number continues to dwindle.  

Want evidence? The neighborhood now is home to Parachute, a Michelin-starred eatery (a moniker so 

apropos these days), Lost Lake, a tiki bar rated by national magazines as being one of the best bars in 

the nation (we’ve visited, and I enjoyed a gin-forward drink served in a glass shaped like a parrot), two 

breweries and a “craft beer emporium” called the Beer Temple (yes, I’ve worshiped at all three), and 

new casual sandwich shops that market “house-made pickles!” (frankly, to me, pickles are, well pickles.) 

Cooperative artist lofts and galleries have opened, punctuated with the re-opening in 2011 of the 

Hairpin Lofts, which offers market-rate apartments and community space in a 1930’s Art Moderne 

former office building; through a concerted neighborhood effort, this true flat-iron shaped building was 

spared the wrecking ball, although developers tried to raze the structure and put up something bright, 

shiny and new. 

If you know where to look, there are businesses that remain gritty and aesthetically unsanitized, or 

pretty much looking the same way as when we first arrived. At the north end of Avondale, Polish 

taverns, bakeries, florists and delis thrive along Milwaukee Avenue near Central Park Avenue, evidence 

of the vitality of that community.  The noisy Joong Boo Korean market on Kimball Avenue continues to 
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attract patrons from the neighborhood and beyond for Asian food products and reasonably priced 

shrimp. Cano’s Village nightclub attracts regulars and hosts mariachi bands while new mid-rise 

condominiums rise a block east on Belmont Avenue. Fortunately, rising real estate values and 

unchecked development have not driven out every long-established business or patron yet.  

Closer to home, the renamed Small Bar (the corner tap around the corner) no longer sports an Old Style 

sign outside or serves many patrons representing the beyond-50 crowd, but the tavern still remains a 

welcomed venue for me, neighborhood denizens and serious beer aficionados who frequent the classic 

tavern for pints of beer, well-prepared bar food and conversation. Families bring kids there for dinner, 

something unheard of when I first visited.  As the self-proclaimed “King of the Small Bar,” I hold court 

most Sunday afternoons and imbibe in what I call Malt Therapy: Four (sometimes five) beers served with 

a genuine smile by Katie along with conversation with other regulars; upon conclusion of this ritual, all 

my worldly problems have faded like yesterday’s news.  

And, there’s the people.  From the front porch of our Craftsman home, I have a box seat to anecdotally 

record changes in the demographic make-up of Avondale today. Relaxing on the vintage wicker furniture 

we inherited from Susan’s parents, beer or coffee and newspaper at the ready, I observe a parade of 

unquestionably hipster-type young men and women, often tattooed, cell phones in hand, traversing 

alone or in groups, on foot, on skateboards, on bicycles.  Young couples strut confidently with helmeted 

child at tow on a cycle or an infant nestled in a carriage.  The percentage of canine residents also has 

multiplied from our early years living on George Street; I observe the dog-walking rituals morning, 

afternoon and evening and wonder why the owners have the gall to allow their pets to defecate on 

hosta and vinca plants I install on the parkway, why they adorn their pets with fashionable coats when 

it’s 50-blanking degrees outside, and why they find it impossible to stroll with their hound without 

glancing at their handheld.  
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There are still plenty of Hispanic families in the neighborhood, but their numbers appear to curtail 

shortly after I observe the appearance of a dumpster and watch a modest home rebuilt into a property 

with a $4,000 -per-month mortgage. Yet, there’s new diversity. Now our block includes Asian neighbors, 

like Lee, whose relatives run a billboard business in Vietnam, a pair of always fashionably-attired African 

American men who hold spirited conversations on the front steps of their apartment building, and 

couples like Ellen and Rebecca, my occasional drinking buddies at Small Bar, or Lisa and David, 

wonderful people from down the block who drive expensive cars and chat after returning from the 

Logan Square Farmer’s Market. 

Members of the once-established neighborhood crew, the Maniac Latin Disciples, are nowhere to be 

found. Crime happens, but we no longer hear gunshots or must paint over graffiti that looks 

undistinguishable from gang markings I observe elsewhere in Chicago. Cars, of course, still travel down 

our quiet side streets, but rarely am I disturbed by a loud cacophony of hip hop blaring from an SUV.  

Meet The Characters 

While Avondale’s demographics clearly have changed, there are members of the community who 

represent a decidedly different age group and perhaps unknowingly sculpted the neighborhood’s 

character. To me, they are true iconoclasts themselves and have made a discernable mark on me and 

perhaps others. Meet a few. 

Smoking Man: This compact fellow lives in a basement apartment a half-block north of our home. And, 

as his name indicates, he enjoys a cigarette now and then; well, all the time since I’ve rarely seen him 

without one as he strolls sloth-like, the cigarette cupped in his right hand, walking to where I don’t have 

a clue. Over the past decade-plus, I’ve offered greetings to the man, however, he ignores my 

pleasantries and just continues his journey, occasionally accompanied by two precocious grandsons and 

his wife, a sad-looking woman he makes push the cart en route to the laundromat on Diversey.  
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Johanna: If our little corner of Avondale had a mayor, it would be Johanna, better known as Jo. An 

energetic 76-year-old going on 46, Jo is often seen walking neighborhood streets trailed by her pokey 

hound named Margot, her house keys dangling from lanyard.  A resident of George Street for some 40 

years, this delightful widow has lived two generations in Avondale and has witnessed its evolutions from 

the two-flat brownstone her late husband purchased long before anyone ever would have conceived 

our part of Chicago as a future hipster-approved place to be.  Jo still drives and even shovels snow 

sometimes.  

The Navy Guy: Rarely without his leather vest emblazoned with the USN insignia, this man dwells in the 

basement flat directly across the street. He emerges from what assuredly is a dank and dark apartment 

infrequently, leading me to believe he served on a submarine during his service.  Quite elusive, 

sometimes he’s spotted strolling in the gangway between the house he lives in and the former 

storefront property next door. Other times he takes short trips in his brown Jeep, always jockeying for a 

parking space across from his doorway. I would like to talk to him and find out where he served, but he 

has that propensity to appear – then vanish.  

Mr. Tarnovan: Although he’s not a permanent resident, Mr. Tarnovan’s presence is well-known in our 

part of Avondale and elsewhere on the North Side. A Romanian immigrant, he owns and manages six-

flats, 12-flats and even larger multifamily properties, employing a shrewd business practice: Never let 

your tenants know how well you’re doing financially. That way, they won’t get offended when it’s time 

to raise the rent. Always dressed in the same well-worn plaid shirt and tattered cap, driving a rusty 

Toyota van, this scrappy guy keeps his properties up to standards and his rents relatively low. His 

infectious greeting is always the same: “How ya doin there, guy? How’s your health?” 

Tim from Tim’s Liquors: And, finally, perhaps the epitome of an Avondale character – Tim, the owner 

and manager of the now-shuttered Tim’s Liquors, assuredly once the epitome of a dive bar. When I 
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visited with this raconteur one warm fall Saturday afternoon, he sat in the doorway of his hopelessly 

cluttered establishment on Diversey just east of Francisco Avenue, stripping the plastic coating from a 

huge strand of copper wire. “Hey, Tim,” I asked, “Why don’t you re-open? Every place around here 

charges six bucks for a beer these days.” “Naw, I’m too old,” he said, smiling, his tobacco-stained grin 

evidence of decades puffing a cigar. “I just turned 83.” Back in the day, you could get a steady earful of 

conversation and a Heineken at Tim’s for $1.70. 

When these men and women are gone, who will rise up in their place? Who will carry the banner of 

quirky individualism further down the streets of Avondale?  I don’t think it will be the newly-arrived 

skateboarders or dog walkers.  

So Where Does Avondale Go Next? 

My gut feeling is that the neighborhood will continue to go “green,” but the pace will be tempered. 

Plans have not yet surfaced to construct modern apartment towers or mid-rise properties near the 

Belmont Blue Line station, a process often called “transit oriented development” these days and an 

unquestionable sign of gentrification because the asking rents are expensive.  Plus, there’s a united front 

among neighborhood organizations to build affordable housing, and the local Alderman has initiated 

plans to preserve the density along Milwaukee Avenue and the character of its modest storefronts.  

However, the word is out. An October 2017 report from travel site Lonely Planet named Avondale one 

of the nation’s 10 neighborhoods you need to visit now.  (Why not tomorrow is beyond me.) This 

segment of the report encapsulates the author’s perspective:  “Get here soon though, because Avondale 

teeters on the edge. Hipster ‘hoods nibble at its borders, poised to spill over. And that may change its 

scruffy, artsy, lived-in magic.” 

Touché, Lonely Planet author. Touché.  Without question, the hipsters have arrived. But, I trust that it 

will take many more years of ground-shaking cultural upheaval and artistic legerdemain to truly 
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transform Avondale completely and totally into a comic-book hipster community, replete with 

franchised cappuccinos and theme-park nightclubs on every block. 

Rest assured, we don’t plan to hang around 17 more years to find out which the direction the 

neighborhood will take.  In the years to come, from my front porch perch I will continue to observe with 

extreme inquisitiveness the arrival of new neighbors, new businesses and undoubtedly, more dumpsters 

adjacent to a once modest home that will be transformed into one worthy of being featured in a 

magazine; what’s more, I will continue to observe the characters, men and women who possess the 

inert ability to shape the little corner of Chicago called Avondale.  

Epilogue: Eight Days in Lisbon 

Sometimes, one needs to journey to some place a great distance from the norm and the expected to get 

a new perspective. I experienced that revelation in a city not at all like Chicago, but a city that had 

neighborhoods undergoing change.  

In August of 2017, Susan and I spent eight spectacular days in Lisbon, a truly remarkable European 

capital steeped in rich, diverse culture, 800 years of history, disarmingly nonsensical street grids, and 

distinct neighborhoods. Our hotel was near Baixa and Rossio, definitely tourist-friendly areas yet still 

relatively free of modern trappings that bastardize all that brings character and permanence to a city. 

(Okay, there was a Starbucks a few blocks away in the Rossio train station and a Subway near the 

funicular.) 

From our hotel balcony, I counted eight construction cranes in the distance. The good news: All were 

rebuilding or modernizing an historic structure of some kind, not erecting a modern one. And, from the 

nearby apartments, we saw laundry hanging from many windows, evidence that ordinary people still 

lived there. On the cobblestone streets in Baixa, now a hotbed of bars and dance clubs, we observed 

elderly couples peering from upper floor windows, almost as if they were posing for a photographer or 
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artist.  Neighborhood shops off the Avenida de Liberdade were still run by locals and mostly patronized 

by locals; Portuguese was the language first spoken to those who entered.  

Maria, the delightful server at the charming restaurant kiosk across from our hotel, noted how she’s 

concerned that apartments in established parts of Lisbon are becoming too expensive for young people 

like her and others working in the hospitality industry – as well as people like her grandparents. “Where 

are they going to go if they can no longer afford to live in an apartment they’ve shared for 40 years?” 

she asked rhetorically?  

That left me with this question: Will the same forces that changed Avondale and other parts of Chicago 

also drive the “greening” of parts of a centuries-old city like Lisbon?  After experiencing Lisbon as a 

visitor, I believe this European capital will embrace new development and resulting gentrification, but 

remain stubbornly a city that continues to cling to its past, its soul, without mortgaging its future.  

 

 

Looking east on George Street from Whipple Street.  This perspective hasn’t changed in 17 years. 
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The Greystone in the background is undergoing a gut rehab. The result: Perhaps an $800k mortgage. 

 

Ah, the things I can observe from this perch, a command post of sorts.  
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Behind this door, a bit of Avondale is transformed into a tropical paradise. 

 

Our little piece of mortgaged America. 
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 WHEN WILL I LEAVE CHICAGO  

 

(A song) 

 

 

Fifty-seven years ago  

I woke up in this world alive and crying 

In a place I still call home 

A city I can’t seem to leave behind 

Refrain:  

So I look down every street I find 

For an answer to a question that’s on my mind 

Does God or anybody know 

When will I leave Chicago 

The neighborhoods I used to know 

Have moved away and left me in a fog 

There’s vapor bars and galleries 

And places that will baby sit your dog 

Refrain 

The skyline view from a Blue Line train 

The Riverwalk at 9 o’clock alone 

The old Milwaukee Avenue 

The porch steps of our Walton Street home 

Refrain 

Wherever I decide to go 

And write another chapter of my life 

Between the lines I’ll always love 

The city I can’t seem to leave behind 

Refrain 

(and fade) 

 

@Edward M. Bury 


